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Procurement Board
Dear Member,
You are invited to attend the meeting of the Procurement Board to be held as follows
for the transaction of the business indicated.
Sian Roxborough
Monitoring Officer
The council is currently holding virtual meetings. This plays a part in helping us to
maintain the safety of the public, staff and councillors.
The City Mayor has asked that, as far as possible, there is still public involvement and
input into the decision-making process.
Therefore, should you wish to raise a question or comment on any of the items listed,
which will be presented at the meeting on your behalf, you can do so in writing, by
sending an email to the address at the bottom of this agenda.
Please do this by 4.30pm on the day before the meeting is due to take place.
Further information on the coronavirus and what it means for Salford can be found on
the council website - https://www.salford.gov.uk/coronavirus
DATE:

Wednesday, 3 March 2021

TIME:

10.00 am

VENUE:

Microsoft Teams Meeting

AGENDA
LINK TO LIVE AUDIO BROADCAST
This link will work if you are using a Microsoft device. If you are using
an Apple or android based device, you will need to download the
Microsoft Teams app in order to view the meeting via this link.
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetupjoin/19%3ameeting_ODM5OGJjZDAtYWY1Zi00NzQzLTgzNzktOGZl
ODFhZjJlYzg4%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2268c
00060-d80e-40a5-b83f3b8a5bc570b5%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2211b92587-2ccd-43bfa58e1c84a3b4ee72%22%2c%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22%3atrue%7d
1

Apologies for absence

2

Declarations of interest

3

To approve, as a correct record, the minutes of the meeting held
on 17th February 2021

4

Matters arising

5

Decision items - Part 1 (open to the public)

5a

Request for Approval - Contract Extension - Appointment of Two
Project and Programme Managers Through the STAR Procurement
Framework - Grant Funded Infrastructure Projects

(Pages 5 - 12)

5b

Request for Approval - Contract Award - IT System Renewal for
Technical and Environmental Services Team

(Pages 13 - 20)

5c

Request for Approval - Contract Award - Chapel Street Remedial
Works

(Pages 21 - 30)

5d

Request for Approval to Go Out to Competition - Chapel Street East Phase 1 Mayor's Challenge Fund Scheme

(Pages 31 - 36)

5e

Request for Approval - Contract Award - Renewal of Unmetered
Public Lighting

(Pages 37 - 42)

6

Any other business - Part 1 (open to the public) - No items

7

Date and time of next meeting

(Pages 1 - 4)

10:00am on Thursday 11th March 2021 via MS Teams Live.

Contact Officer:
Tel No:
E-Mail:

Carol Eddleston, Senior Democratic Services Advisor
0161 793 3316
decisionmakingandscrutiny@salford.gov.uk

Agenda Item 3
Procurement Board meeting held via MS Teams Live
17th February 2021
Meeting commenced 10:00
Meeting ended 10:41

Present
Councillors Hinds (in the chair) and Merry.

In Attendance
Jane Barlow
Chris Conway
Peter Cowling
Sandra Derbyshire
Christine Flisk
Rob Langford
Andrew Leigh
Peter Locke
Janice Lowndes
Gillian Mclauchlan
Carol Eddleston

Programme & Commercial Manager
Category Manager
Service Manager
VCSE Commissioning Manager
Procurement Manager
Digital Data Manager
Head of Housing & Strategy
Public Health Strategic Manager
Assistant Director People & Communities
Deputy Director of Public Health
Democratic Services

1. Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of City Mayor Paul Dennett and Councillor Kelly.

2. Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

3. Minutes of Proceedings
The minutes of the meeting held on 22nd January were approved as a correct record.

4. Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.

ITEMS FOR DECISION – PART 1 (OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)
5. Request for Approval – Contract Extension – Information and Advice Services
Consideration was given to a report of the Strategic Director People seeking approval to extend a
contract for Information and Advice Services.
It was acknowledged that the Council and CCG had a longstanding commitment to the provision of
services that supported financial resilience in the city and the contract for the provision of
Information and Advice currently provided by Citizens Advice Bureau was one of the components of
a citywide service. Salford CAB continued to provide value for money, overachieve in the delivery of
the majority of the KPI’s and outcomes set in the service specification, deliver significant levels of
Social Value and their information, advice and interventions brought in significant benefit gains for
Salford residents.
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Whilst services were in part funded by the Non-Integrated budget and in part by the Integrated
budget, the contract for all services sat with Salford City Council and were due to expire on 31 March
2021. Covid had impacted on workload and strategic plans/actions and in many areas a year of work
had been lost. Approval of a 2-year contract would ensure that an in-depth robust Option
Appraisal/review could be undertaken, and Commissioning Managers would engage with
Procurement as soon as possible in order to agree a timeline/options papers for this service moving
forward. The Option Appraisal/review would be scheduled to be completed by January 2022 to, if
appropriate, allow sufficient time to put a redesigned service out to tender and, again if appropriate,
give notice on this contract ensuring the council remained Compact compliant.
Procurement Board acknowledged that COVID had had a significant impact on capacity and agreed
that an extension of two years would allow time for a necessary in-depth robust review and option
appraisal.
RESOLVED THAT: a two year extension to the contract with Salford Citizens Advice Bureau for
Information and Advice Services be approved at an estimated average cost of £577,186 per annum.

6. Request for Approval – Contract Award – Postal Services
Consideration was given to a report of the Strategic Director for Service Reform seeking approval to
award a contract for Postal Services.
Eight suppliers had been invited to submit tenders through the electronic bidding system used by
the Strategic Procurement Group for the Yorkshire and Humberside regions, but only two did so.
Royal Mail declined to submit on the basis that there were no guaranteed volumes.
Whistle had agreed a % discount on all items should combined postal volumes achieve in excess of
14 million items. There were now 25 authorities in the collaborative group and another six were
expecting to join within the next few months, including a number from Greater Manchester, which
would contribute toward this total volume.
RESOLVED THAT: a two year contract, with two optional extension periods of 12 months each, be
awarded to WHISTL UK for Postal Services, at an estimated average cost of £380,000 per annum.

7. Request for Approval – Exception to Contractual Standing Orders – Active Lifestyles
for Adults and Physical Activity in Schools Service
Consideration was given to a report of the Deputy Director of Public Health seeking an exception to
Contractual Standing Orders to allow the direct award of a contract for the Active Lifestyles for
Adults and Physical Activity in Schools Service. The exception was being sought for reasons of best
value to the Council, the services were only available from one provider, with no other provider
available to allow genuine competition and the supply of the services was required so urgently as
not to permit compliance with the requirements of competition.
It was explained that this item related to a joint contract for two services which had been
performing very well, particularly in responding innovatively to the challenges of COVID including
the provision of online classes and facilitating COVID secure classes or gym inductions for more
vulnerable clients.
RESOLVED THAT:
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1) An exception to Contractual Standing Orders be approved as outlined above, and
2) A one year contract, with one optional extension period of 12 months, be awarded to
Salford Community Leisure for the Active Lifestyles for Adults and Physical Activity in Schools
Service, at an estimated average cost of £190,000 per annum.

8. Request for Approval to Go Out to Tender – Statutory Homeless Supported
Temporary Accommodation
Consideration was given to a joint report of the Strategic Directors for Place and People seeking
authority to go out to competition for the delivery of statutory homeless support temporary
accommodation.
It was explained that most people being provided with statutory temporary accommodation as a
homeless single person were likely to have a high level of needs. This could broadly be split into
three categories: Complex multiple needs (often one or more of the following: drug/alcohol misuse,
mental health, offences); High level single need; and High level needs managed through floating
support. There had been a significant increase in single homeless requiring statutory temporary
accommodation between 1st April 2018 (56) and 1st October 2020 (123) and the aim of the tender
exercise was to increase statutory provision for the same amount of funding to start to narrow the
gap between need and provision. Tenders would be welcomed for good quality accommodation
which provided excellent services in accessible locations.
Procurement Board emphasised that the quality of the accommodation was one of the most
important aspects of this service rather than cost and requested that this be taken into
consideration when the returned tenders were being evaluated.
RESOLVED THAT: authority be granted for Statutory Homeless Supported Temporary
Accommodation to be procured in accordance with the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules through
open tender.

PUBLIC BRIEFING/INFORMATION ITEMS (OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)
9. Request for Approval – Contract Award – SAP Licences on behalf of Liverpool City
Council
This item was submitted for the primary purpose of providing members of the public with all
relevant information on the respective matter, other than those elements, which in accordance with
the relevant sections of the Local Government Act 1972, remained confidential and required the
arising decision to be taken in Part 2 of the agenda.
Consideration was given to a report of the Strategic Director for Service Reform seeking an exception
to Contractual Standing Orders to allow the direct award of a contract for SAP Licences on behalf of
Liverpool City Council, the costs of which would be fully recharged to Liverpool City Council. The
exception was being sought for reasons of best value to the Council and the licences were currently
available only from SAP direct, with no other provider available to allow genuine competition.
See Minute 11 below.
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10. EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
RESOLVED: THAT, under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the public be excluded
from the meeting for the following item of business on the grounds that it involve the likely disclosure
of exempt information as specified in the relevant paragraphs of Part 1 of Schedule 12(A) to the Act.

ITEMS FOR DECISION – PART 2 (CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC)
11. Request for Approval – Exception to Contractual Standing Orders - Contract Award –
SAP Licences on behalf of Liverpool City Council
Consideration was given to a report of the Strategic Director for Service Reform seeking an exception
to Contractual Standing Orders to allow the direct award of a contract for SAP Licences on behalf of
Liverpool City Council, the costs of which would be fully recharged to Liverpool City Council. The
exception was being sought for reasons of best value to the Council and the licences were currently
only available from SAP direct, with no other provider available to allow genuine competition.
RESOLVED THAT:
1) An exception to Contractual Standing Orders be approved as outlined above, and
2) A two year contract be awarded to SAP UK Limited for the provision of SAP licences for
Liverpool City Council.
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Agenda Item 5a
Part 1: Open to the public

REPORT OF
The Strategic Director for Place
TO
Procurement Board
ON
3rd March 2021
TITLE: Approval for an extension of contract for appointment of two project and
programme managers through the STAR Procurement Framework to take a client
lead on grant funded infrastructure projects

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Procurement Board approve a 12 month extension of the Contract for the
appointment of two appropriately skilled consultant project and programme
managers through the STAR Procurement Framework to provide support in
connection with the City Council’s workload of grant funded infrastructure projects as
detailed in the table below.
1.

Detail required

Answers

Contract Reference

01846493

Title/Description of Contracted
Service/Supply/Project

Appointment of two project & Programme managers

Name of Contractor

AECOM

Type of organisation
Public Limited Company

(to be supplied by Corporate
Procurement)

Status of Organisation

SME

(to be supplied by Corporate
Procurement)

Value of Contract Extension
Existing Contract Term
Extension Period
Contact Officer (Name &
number)

Sample D – Extension of Contract

£250,000

Per Annum (estimated average)

04/03/2020

to

04/03/2021

03/03/2021
to

03/03/2022

Perry Twigg – 07966 316309
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Detail required

Answers

Lead Service Group

Place

Funding Source

Grant

Ethical Contractor

Mayor’s Employment Charter
Committed to sign up to the Charter

√

Accredited Living Wage Employer

√

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to request an extension to contract for an appointment of
two Project and Programme Managers through the STAR Procurement Framework to
take a client lead on grant funded infrastructure projects.
Salford City Council’s Regeneration Team has successfully made submissions for
external funding for a range of infrastructure projects through both Growth Deal and
the Greater Manchester Mayor’s Cycling and Walking Challenge Fund.
The City Council’s Regeneration Team has insufficient resource to adequately take
the projects forward. Support is therefore required to manage the delivery of this
growing workload and associated processes.
At Procurement Board on 19th February 2020 approval was given to extend the
appointment of two appropriately skilled consultant project and programme manager
through the CAPPS Construction and Professional Services Framework or STAR
Procurement Framework for a period of 12 months.
The City Council has agreed to cash flow the projects and associated costs which will
be claimed in arrears on a staged basis from the grant funding body at the Greater
Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA).
This report now seeks to request permission to extend the contract for a further 12
months up to 3rd March 2022.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: N/A

KEY DECISION: No

Sample D – Extension of Contract
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DETAILS:
1.

Detail

1.1

The City Council had successfully made funding applications to both Growth
Deal and the Greater Manchester Mayor’s Cycling and Walking Challenge Fund
for projects to the value of circa £70 million.

1.2

There is currently insufficient resource available within the existing team to deal
with the work required to manage the programme/project workload, which
includes the following: -

Performing a strategic client project management function including
overseeing project/programme management development, studies and
delivery of physical schemes by Salford City Council’s delivery
partner/external consultants.

-

Leading the development and preparation of business case submissions in
order to secure funding for a range of infrastructure projects.

-

Developing, commissioning, co-ordinating and managing a range of
infrastructure and regeneration related projects, strategies and plans across
all transport modes.

-

Managing projects in accordance with the City Council’s adopted project
management procedures and other specific procedures and processes
required by grant funding bodies.

-

Managing and monitoring budgets and financial risks associated with
programmes and projects to ensure effective management and financial
propriety.

-

The above functions are undertaken by the two project managers in
connection with specific MCF and Growth Deal GMCA grant funded
schemes which include: 





1.3

Trafford Road
New Bailey Gateway
Chapel Street East Phases 1 & 2
Gore Street
Chapel Street/Trinity Way Junction

Subject to authorisation by Procurement Board, the proposal is to extend the
current appointments of two appropriately skilled consultant project and
programme manager to supplement existing resources in the City Council’s
Regeneration Team.

Sample D – Extension of Contract
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1.4

It is intended that this be for a further period of 12 months with a review at the
end of this period to determine whether a further extension or alternative
arrangement is required.

1.5

This would be through the STAR Procurement Framework.

2.

Estimated Cost

2.1

It is anticipated that the cost will be in the region of £250,000 for the two
project managers.

3.

Funding

3.1

The City Council will cash flow the posts initially which will be claimed in arrears
on a staged basis from the grant funding body at the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (GMCA).

3.2

The consultant project/programme managers will be working on a range of
projects funded through both Growth Deal and the Greater Manchester Mayor’s
Cycling and Walking Challenge Fund. As a result, their cost can be reclaimed
from the grant funding body (GMCA) as a legitimate project cost.

3.3

Project costs are normally claimed from the GMCA quarterly in arrears through
an established process.

4.

Social Value

4.1

Both Aecom and the project managers being supplied are based in Greater
Manchester. One is a Salford resident.

5.

Conclusion

5.1

The City Council has achieved a great deal of success in securing project
funding through both Growth Deal and the Greater Manchester Mayors Cycling
and Walking Challenge Fund.

5.3

Without extending the resource currently in place, the significant risk is that the
Council does not have the ability to deliver the infrastructure projects against
which it has already secured funding.

5.4

The most expedient way to resolve the resourcing issue is to extend the
appointment of the consultant infrastructure project and programme manager
through the STAR Procurement framework.

5.5

Also, both project managers already successfully work in the team and have
developed an in depth knowledge of the projects to be delivered.

Sample D – Extension of Contract
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KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:
Great 8
-

4. Economic Development
6. Transport

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
All of the projects to be taken forward will be designed to ensure that the schemes
comply with the Disability Discrimination Act and highway safety standards.

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Medium


The significant risk is that without the extension of the resource, the Council
does not have the ability to deliver the infrastructure projects against which it
has already secured funding.

SOURCE OF FUNDING:
The City Council has agreed to cash flow the projects and associated costs which will
be claimed in arrears on a staged basis from the grant funding body at the Greater
Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA).

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor, tel. 219 6323
When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services or the
execution of works, the Council must comply with the public procurement regulations
and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSO’s), failing which a contract may be
subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider. CSO’s apply to every contract,
including temporary ones, for the procurement of supplies, services and the execution
of works undertaken by or on behalf of the Council, subject to certain exceptions listed
in the Orders. CSO’s stipulate that where a suitable framework agreement exists, this
must be used unless there is an auditable reason not to.
It is an established principle that an existing public contract is capable of being
extended where the original agreement makes provision for the extension, and CSO’s
allow for contract extensions to be made where the original contract makes provision
for such an extension of the original term.
When the previous 12 month contract extension was made using the STaR framework,
it was made clear that the term would be subject to a review at the end of this period
to determine whether a further extension or alternative arrangement would be
required, hence any risk that any extension granted could be subject to realistic
challenge by an aggrieved provider, on the basis that it ought to have been put out
Sample D – Extension of Contract
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again to tender and advertised in accordance with public contract regulations and
CSO’s, is extremely low, and the option to extend within the agreement is now being
properly exercised.
___________________________________________________________________
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: the Finance Team

Supplied by: Natalie Birchall ext 2316
The proposal to extend the contract of a skilled consultants, costing approximately
£250k will be funded from Growth Deal and the Mayors challenge fund.
The consultant project/programme managers will be working to develop and facilitate
business case development of a range of projects.
As a result, their cost can be reclaimed from the grant funding body (GMCA) as a
legitimate project cost.
The City Council has agreed to cash flow the projects and associated costs which will
be claimed in arrears on a staged basis from the grant funding body at the Greater
Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA).
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: The Corporate Procurement Team
Supplied by: Anthony Hilton, Head of Procurement
Procuring this requirement through the STAR Procurement Frameworks is a compliant
route to market and satisfies the requirements of Salford City Council’s Contractual
Standing Orders. Whilst the rates are taken directly from the STAR Framework, it
would be worth engaging with Aecom to see if there may be an opportunity to reduce
the costs based on previous and ongoing support provided.

HR IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Steve Hulme, Strategic HR Manager
The reasons that the council went down the contractor route were: - The council had been very successful at securing significant grant funding
from the GMCA for a range of infrastructure projects
- The council had insufficient/suitably skilled resource to develop the
schemes/business cases within the then short time scale.
- The council was under pressure from the GMCA to deliver within tight
deadlines.
- Appointing a consultant is cost neutral to the council as the cost can be
claimed back from the GMCA, however there is an impact on public funding.
- The funding programmes have a limited duration and therefore these would
not be permanent roles. However as these will now have been in place for 2

Sample D – Extension of Contract
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years with the potential for further extensions fixed term Contracts would have
been an option and should be considered for the future.

The council is paying AECOM and they are supplying services to the council. AECOM
are responsible for all tax and NI implications, the services they are supplying are not
about an individual it is about the service and therefore IR35 does not apply.
Extending this appointment for a further 12 months through the STAR Procurement
Framework, therefore does not have any direct HR implications.
However, the length of the contract now gives rise to question whether alternative
arrangements should be considered, the report advises that a further review will take
place in 12 months which could lead to a further extension. Consideration should be
given over the next 12 months to alternative employment routes to deliver this project.
Whilst all costs are recoverable through the GMCA there is still a cost to public funds,
alternative employment options could reduce the overall costs.

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by:
Supplied by: Mike Hemingway, Principal Officer Climate Change ext 3209
The MCF programme will improve the cycling and walking facilities across the city.
Improved infrastructure will encourage more sustainable trips, reducing emissions.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: N/A

CONTACT OFFICER: Perry Twigg
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 07966 316309

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S): All

Sample D – Extension of Contract
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Agenda Item 5b
Part 1: Open to the public

REPORT OF
The Strategic Director for Place Directorate
TO
Procurement Board
ON
3rd March 2021

TITLE: Approval to Award the Contract to Confirm Solutions Ltd for the Confirm
software system.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Procurement Board approve the award of the Contract for Confirm Solutions Ltd,
currently used by Technical Services and Environmental Services in Place, as detailed
in the table below:

Detail required

Answers

Title/Description of Contracted
Service/Supply/Project

Provision of Confirm software system

Name of Successful Contractor

Confirm Solutions Ltd

Supplier Registration Number

12838751

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Type of organisation

Private Limited Company

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Status of Organisation

Non-SME

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Contract Value

£522,569

Full Project

Contract Duration

24 months

Contract Start Date

01/04/2021

Contract End Date

31/03/2023

Optional Extension Period 1

12 months

Optional Extension Period 2

12 months
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Who will approve each Extension
Period?
Contact Officer (Name & number)

Strategic Director (extension < £150k)
Shoaib Mohammad

Lead Service Group

Place

How the contract was procured?
(to be supplied by procurement)
Framework Details (where applicable)
(procurement body, framework
reference & title, start/ end date

Framework
Crown Commercial Services
G-Cloud 12 Framework

Funding Source
Ethical Contractor

Revenue Budget
Mayor’s Employment Charter
Committed to sign up to charter
Accredited Living Wage Employer

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to seek approval for the award of the above mentioned
contract.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
Not applicable.

KEY DECISION: Yes, contract value is above £350k.

DETAILS:
1.

Background

The Confirm software is a strategic asset management tool which currently supports
Highways and Environmental Services Teams in asset management of the Highway
Network Management, Construction Services, GMRAPS Integration, Street Lighting,
Bins and Waste Management, Parks and Recreation and Street Scene services. The
system provides a desktop platform for officers to perform strategic and regulatory
functions and a mobile app for operations teams to utilise around the City.
The Confirm software is owned and managed by Confirm Solutions Limited with the
current contract term reaching its end 31st March 2021 after a 5year term.
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The renewal of Confirm as our asset management software of choice has been
reviewed and approved by the Strategic Director of Place to go to the Procurement
Board for Key Decision.
Confirm software has been the Council’s software of choice for Highways Asset
Management and Environmental Services since the mid 90’s. Confirm is currently
hosted in house via an OnPremise service but will move to a fully hosted OnDemand
service for the proposed contract term. This upgrade of the service will bring
significant improvements for end users and in overall system management and
brings it in line with similar IT contracts the Council has in place, supporting the
Council’s IT strategy for managed service provisions.
Currently there are around 35 desktop users and 91 mobile app users across the two
services, with the mobile licences used by our construction services gangs out on
the highway, highway safety inspectors, bin wagon operatives, park wardens and
street scene teams. The system is continually updated with live data from site
operatives which interfaces with the Council’s ReportIT CRM system and Street
Manager the Greater Manchester Roads and Permit Scheme (GMRAPS) adding
value and providing vital regulatory functions across the City.
The current On Premises solution requires IT resources to manage the system
infrastructure and upgrade processes. With the hosted solution, these tasks will be
managed by the supplier, releasing IT resource to add value in other areas such as
in-system configuration and process re-engineering. It will also enable new software
features and releases to be accessible sooner, adding further benefits to users of the
system.
Giving approval to award the contract to Confirm Solutions Limited will contribute to
the continued critical asset management of Highways and Environmental Services,
these two essential service areas would be severely impacted should the contract
award not be granted.
2.

The Procurement Process

Highways and Environmental services, IT and Procurement teams have engaged in
the re-procurement process and identified the G-Cloud Framework to support in this.
A search of the Framework provided only a small number of companies who could
provide the full suite of services currently utilised within the Confirm software, there
were three suppliers including Confirm who were considered.
A benchmarking exercise has been undertaken to determine current market values
and services. All three providers are able to provide some or all of the services
required, all can provide both desktop and mobile functionality and all are solely
offering hosted/cloud solutions.
The providers service structures differ somewhat with one presenting additional
annual fees for otherwise embedded services within our current Confirm service
provision. Overall comparison of fees shows an increased cost associated with
switching provider with standard added costs for new customers associated with
system setup, migration, integration, training etc.
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Table A below shows a basic cost analysis between Confirm and the two other
providers using Confirm discounted rates for a 2year commitment from providers
utilising the Framework. This is based on known basic cost items but does not account
for any unidentifiable annual fees and does not reflect the licence fee rates offered by
Confirm Solutions in their January quotation which have been further discounted.
Table A.
Year 1
Year 2
Total 2yr commitment

Confirm
171,936
144,180
316,116

Provider B
218,944
156,094
375,038

Provider C
182,250
182,250
364,500

All three providers on the Framework are able to provide competitive rates. Confirm
Solutions Limited is the recommended system of choice and re-procurement relates
to licences for a system we intend to continue to utilise. It also presents the most
economical advantages and provides a number of additional non-financial benefits to
the Council. Confirm is currently in place in Salford, holding large amounts of current
and historical Council asset management data embedded in the system. Additional
financial costs are associated with changing providers as well as further nonquantifiable costs associated with deconstructing and moving from one system to
another e.g. system integrations, disruption to essential Council services, site
operations, services downtime, user re-training, IT resource time.
Confirm Solutions Limited, have been engaging with the Council as our current
contract nears its term end and have provided a quotation to move to the OnDemand
hosted service. They are able to offer the Council additional discounted rates
through the Framework, standard terms of the G-Cloud Framework are an initial 2
year contract with two 1 year extensions available. It is a recommendation of this
report that the Council approves the rates associated with a full 4 year contract term.
Table B below reflects the contract costs as per Confirm Solutions Quotation dated
Jan 2021. This is inclusive of licence fees, move to hosted service and data
warehousing charges.
Table B.
G-Cloud 4yr
commitment
Total yrly cost

Yr1

Yr2

Yr3

Yr4

Total 4Yrs

£151,319.00

£123,750.00

£123,750.00

£123,750.00

£522,569.00

Confirm Solutions have agreed to hold the quotation rates for the 4 year period and
request a letter of intent from Salford for the 4year commitment.
Contract monitoring will be undertaken by Salford’s IT team who will oversee and
support the move to the proposed hosted service, access to the training portal and
general IT support for the system. At the end of year 2 they will complete a service
review of the number of licences held and utilised by both service areas and look to
address any decrease in licence numbers for the remaining term.
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3.

Social Value

Confirm Solutions Limited can demonstrate a satisfactory capacity to deliver Social
Value outcomes.
Confirm Solutions have allocated 3 days of time over a 12month period to the provision
of volunteering time, details of which are yet to be determined.
They have also provided 2 years free access to their online training portal for the
Confirm software, with a contract value worth of £4,000. This free access will provide
5 users of Salford’s inhouse teams (IT, Technical and Environmental Services) direct
access to improved system experience and functionality. This will support ongoing
training requirements for current system super users and also provide the
opportunity to access training modules for developing users.

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:
Not applicable.

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
Not applicable.
ASSESSMENT OF RISK:
There is an evident risk in a delay or not awarding this contract, associated with
termination of our use of the system by Confirm Solutions Limited which would have
a considerable impact on service delivery related to essential Council services. This
risk is considered to be low in probability but high in severity.
SOURCE OF FUNDING:
Funding will be split between the Highway Revenue Budget (Technical Services) and
the Street Scene Revenue Budget (Environmental Services). Split/allocation
calculated by types and numbers of licences assigned to each service.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS:
When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services or the
execution of works, the Council must comply with the requirements of the Public
Contracts Regulations 2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSO’s),
failing which a contract may be subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider.
CSO’s stipulate that where a suitable framework agreement exists, this must be used
unless there is an auditable reason not to. The proposed award of the contract follows
a direct award (call off) under the Crown Commercial Services G Cloud 12 Framework
Agreement (CCS).
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The CCS Framework is fully OJEU compliant and has been procured for named
authorities, including Salford City Council and other public sector organisations to use.
Each framework is an overarching agreement through which those named
organisations can select a service from a range of providers by undertaking an
exercise to call off the services (eg. direct award or mini competition) and enter into
an individual contract/agreement with that provider, according to the terms of the
framework agreement. A contract will then be formed between the Council and the
chosen provider/s.
The Council will need to have followed the procedure set out in the Framework
Agreement to ensure the process to award the contract to Confirm Solutions for the
software services is compliant.
Supplied by: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The costs of the contract are split between Highways and Environment Services
based on the number of licences. The cost split is as follows:
Total annual cost
Highways
Total annual cost
Environment
Total annual cost

£62,400

£48,615

£48,615

£48,615

£208,245

£88,920

£75,135

£75,135

£75,135

£314,325

£151,319.00

£123,750.00

£123,750.00

£123,750.00

£522,569.00

These two essential service areas would be severely impacted should contract
award not be granted.
Whilst there is sufficient budget within Highways to cover the cost, it will place pressure
on the wider Environment services budget, these costs will have to be met within the
service area.
Submitted by: Janet Cross, Finance Manager, x2858
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Supplied by: Emma Heyes, Category Manager, x6243
Crown Commercial Services GCloud 12 Framework is a fully OJEU complaint
framework available for use by all public sector authorities. Selection and award of a
contract can only be done via direct award.
The procurement process that was followed complies with the call-off requirements
of the GCloud framework, and SCC contractual standing orders.
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Following approval to award, the GCloud 12 Call-Off Form must be completed to
formalise the contract between Confirm and the Council.

HR IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by:
Not applicable
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:
Not applicable

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:
Not applicable

CONTACT OFFICER: Shoaib Mohammad
TELEPHONE NUMBER: Shoaib.mohammad@salford.gov.uk
WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S):
All
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Agenda Item 5c
Part 1: Open to the public

REPORT OF
The Strategic Director for Place
TO
Procurement Board
on 3rd March 2021

TITLE: Approval to Award the Contract for Chapel Street Remedial Works

RECOMMENDATION:
That the City Mayor;
1. Note the contents of the report and approve the appointment of AE Yates at a
cost of £1,302,196 to undertake the construction of Chapel Street Remedial
works through a Direct Award.
2. Approves the exception to Council Standing Orders due to urgency to procure
the works and carry out the works on site in the time available prior to major
highway works commencing within the regional centre.
3. Approves the creation of purchase orders to enable payments to be made to
the contractor above;
4. Approves the allocations of £23,000 for tree works and £234,073 risk allowance
to be drawn down by the Project Team.

Detail required

Answers

Title/Description of Contracted
Service/Supply/Project

Chapel Street Remedial Works

Name of Successful Contractor

A E Yates

Supplier Registration Number
(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Type of organisation
(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)
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00415632
Private Limited Company

Status of Organisation

Non-SME

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Contract Value

£1,302,196

Full Project

Tree Investigations

£23,000

Allowance

Risk Allowance

£234,073

Risk Allowance

Contract Duration

7 months

Contract Start Date

29/03/2021

Contract End Date

29/10/2021

Optional Extension Period 1

months

Optional Extension Period 2

months

Who will approve each Extension
Period?
Contact Officer (Name & number)

Choose an item.
Opu Anwar x4880

Lead Service Group

Place

How the contract was procured?
(to be supplied by procurement)
Framework Details (where applicable)
(procurement body, framework
reference & title, start/ end date
Funding Source
Ethical Contractor

Capital Programme
Mayor’s Employment Charter
Committed to sign up to charter
Accredited Living Wage Employer

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to seek approval for the award of the above mentioned
contract.
The regeneration of the Chapel Street area was one of the most important projects in
Central Salford. The revitalisation of the historic core of the City, linking the University
of Salford to a new Corporate Centre around Salford Central Station, is creating a new
high quality environment for investing, living, working and visiting. English Cities Fund
is the lead developer partner with Salford City Council and other third party land
owners and developers for this regeneration.
At the meeting on 20th October 2009, the Lead Member for Planning approved the
proposals for the Chapel Street Project - Highway and Public Realm Improvements
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between Oldfield Road and Trinity Way which served to reduce traffic volumes along
Chapel Street and enhance the public realm.
The highway and public realm improvement works on Chapel Street were carried out
between 2011 and 2012. Shortly after completion of the works defects started
appearing in the carriageway which have deteriorated over time. Several attempts at
solutions to rectify the defects have proven unsuccessful. Following further
deterioration Salford Council and Urban Vision/Galliford Try came to a financial
settlement which will be used to contribute to the proposal to carry out repair works to
Chapel Street.
The initial proposal has been revised and a detailed design process was required for
the current proposal. AE Yates were commissioned as a Design and Build contractor
as a direct award to undertake this work. AE Yates successfully won the tender for the
initial proposal for the remedial works (through the Bolton Highways Framework) and
have worked with Salford to come up with an acceptable solution for Chapel Street.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
Report of the Strategic Director for Sustainable Regeneration to Lead Member for
Planning 14th June 2010
Report of the Strategic Director Place to Procurement Board 10th July 2019

KEY DECISION:
Yes

DETAILS:
Background
At the Procurement Board Meeting held on 10th July 2019 approval was given to
procure AE Yates to provide Design and Construction for remedial works on Chapel
Street through a Direct Award.
The award was made through an exception to Council Standing Orders due to urgency
to procure the works and carry out the works on site in the time available prior to major
highway works commencing within and around the regional centre.
Due to additional site investigations required by the utilities companies, changes in
scope requested by the City Council and the Coronavirus pandemic, works have not
been able to commence on site in the original intended timescales. There have also
been delays to other projects in the regional centre which effectively mean that the
urgency to carry out works to repair Chapel Street is still very much valid.
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The principle of constructing block paved carriageway on major routes has proved
troublesome not only on Chapel Street but on other routes in the region and country.
A lack of consensus on the cause of the defects mean that it is difficult to be confident
that a repair to reinstate the carriage way using the original specification will not fail
again in the future so that was ruled out almost immediately.
At the time of award of the Design and Build contract, Salford were considering
replacing the granite block paving with a traditional bituminous road surface topped
with ‘imprinted concrete’ to replicate the appearance of a block paved carriageway but
in a more robust material. There were no inherit deficiencies in the imprinted concrete
material and where it has been used in the past, it has held up well. However, given
the budgetary constraints, potential future maintenance liabilities and a change in
thinking over the past decade about where to target feature surfaces on the highway,
the decision was made to opt for a traditional bituminous road surface finish.
Great George Street Lay-by
Salford Cathedral have over the past few years been redeveloping the cathedral
grounds. As part of this they have been reviewing their facilities for vehicles for
events such as funerals. Currently vehicles associated with funerals occupy Chapel
Street, in front of the cathedral, which occupies the bus lane.
Great George Street, which lies at the side of the cathedral, would be an alternative
parking location by way of a newly constructed lay-by that the Diocese would like to
utilise rather than Chapel Street. Great George Street comprises a one-way street
with mandatory cycle lanes in each direction and several uncontrolled pedestrian
crossing points. The footway is very wide on the cathedral side and could
incorporate a lay-by to be used for funerals.
A feasibility exercise was carried out by Salford Council Technical Services and the
detailed design for the lay-by will was carried out by AE Yates who have
incorporated this into the main Chapel Street Remedial works
Chapel Street Trees
As part of the original Chapel Street works in 2011, 8 trees were planted in the central
reservation. Even though there was a root protection system constructed a number of
the trees died and have had to be replaced. Subsequently, the replacement trees have
also died pointing towards a problem with the root system.
As the cause of the death of the trees is unknown, the Remedial works include
excavation of the central reservation and an allowance has been included in the
budget for investigations to be carried out and suitable measures to replace either the
root infrastructure, the trees or both.
Procurement
The Design and Build contract was awarded to AE Yates as they had demonstrated a
competitive price through the original tender process for the Chapel Street Remedial
works in 2018 through the Bolton Highways Framework. AE Yates have also carried
out a number of successful schemes for Salford over the past 20 years.
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The appointment of a Design and Build contractor has resulted in the following
benefits;


AE Yates and their consultants have worked with the Statutory Undertakers to
reduce the statutory undertakers estimates from £1.13million to just over
£25,000.



Highlighted Departures from Standard with the original proposal that would
have left the Council with continual maintenance issues.



Devised a proposal that removes the existing concrete foundations and
replaces with a traditional road construction. This is the preferred option to
remove the greatest amount of maintenance liability for the City Council in the
future.



Worked with the Council’s Network Management team to agree traffic
management proposals, submit the requisite Temporary Traffic Management
Orders and co-ordinate with other works in the area. With a traditionally
tendered scheme this level of dialogue usually occurs with the contractor post
award of the construction contract. In this case, as these discussions have
taken place during the design phase the uncertainty and timescales required
from award of contract to start on site have reduced.

The tendered price from AE Yates has been returned at £1,302,196. This is in line with
the anticipated value.
There is an unknown element of work with regard to the tree planting in the central
reservation, which only the excavation of the existing tree pits will provide the
opportunity to investigate and determine a solution. An allowance of £23,000 has been
made for this work.
A number of site investigations have been carried out to eliminate as many risks as
possible during the construction phase. It is rarely possible to eliminate all risks
therefore an allowance of £234,073 is recommended to be set aside within Council
funding to be used in the event of unforeseen events.
In summary, Procurement Board is asked to approve the following;
£1,302,196
£23,000
£234,073
£1,559,269
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Risk Allowance
Total
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Social Value
AE Yates’ ability to deliver Social Value outcomes was assessed as part of the
design process. They were asked to respond to a series of questions that covered
the following areas which would deliver social value outcomes during construction.
 Details of any traineeships, apprenticeships, work experience placements and
employment of local labour on this contract;
 Details of any commitments to pay the Salford Living Wage (as published by the
Living Wage Foundation);
 Details of any local companies to be employed as sub-contractors or local
suppliers to be utilised in delivering this contract;
 Details of any planned engagement with local secondary schools around
curriculum and careers development (such as group/individual mentoring, work
place visits, virtual tours and traditional work experience).
 Details of any proposed donations or in-kind contributions to local community and
user groups such as (but not limited to): primary and secondary schools,
community village associations, civic trust, scouts and brownie groups, age and
mental health related groups. This should detail the group(s) and the amount of
any financial donation, or estimated monetary value of the donation of materials,
etc;
 Details of any proposed corporate volunteering days to be undertaken as part of
this contract to support improvements in the local area (NB: at this stage this
doesn’t need to include the specific activity to be supported – this can be
discussed with the City Council upon appointment). This should detail numbers
of volunteers and the numbers of hours / days to be offered;
 Details of any specific environmental sustainability practices / measures to be
employed on this contract;
 How you will develop, monitor and report upon the social value you deliver.
AE Yates provided the following response;
“A E Yates are fully committed to developing and safeguarding local employment,
and to the delivery of local social value through our operations and procurement
activities.
Salford Living Wage
We value our employees as our greatest company asset and as such recognise and
fully support the Living Wage Foundation and Salford Living Wage Campaign
promoting sustainable pay for all employees.
Apprenticeships/Trainee Recruitment/Work Experience
We have a policy of direct employment and always seek to supplement our current
workforce by employing local skilled/unskilled people, with a view to offering full-time
employment/training.
If we are awarded the Chapel Street Project we will:
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Offer labour/operative employment/mentoring/training opportunities to local
people (Target 2 new local employees)
Offer at least 1 vacation placement to an engineering/surveying student
from Salford University
Provide work experience opportunities to our/shared apprentices/trainees
(Target 3)
Offer a series of Construction Industry Workshops/Site Visits to local high
schools

Local Supply Chain Partners:
We have been an accredited supporter of the ‘Salford City Mayor’s Charter’ since
2014.
We have already identified the following locally based subcontractors/suppliers from
our existing approved supply chain to support us in the delivery of this contract:
 Road Markings – SIS Ltd (Stretford)
 Planing/Surfacing – Tarmac (Salford)
 Paving/Kerbing – PB Civils Ltd (Whitefield)
We fully anticipate identifying additional Salford/Greater Manchester supply chain
partners in delivering this project.
Contributions to local community
As a responsible and socially aware local company we are fully committed to the
delivery of local social value through our operations/procurement activities.
If awarded the Chapel Street project we and our supply chain will commit to:
 Any monies raised from recyclable materials will be donated to local good
causes
 Pro-active PR and liaison with local residents/businesses/community groups
 Adopt and support nominated local charity/community group
 Support ‘Social in Salford’
 Sponsor/support a nominated local sports team/community group
 Encourage employees to become involved in local charities/fund raising
 There are a number of nurseries/schools within the scope of the works, we
will actively become involved in visits/competitions/fundraising activities
 We will Target £10,000 contributions during the currency of the contract
Volunteering Days
It would be possible to allocate all site resources for two or three days throughout the
duration of the contract to assist with a local project(s). This would include all
resources from Project Management to general labour. Typically the average
labour/management will be 10/12 people.
Environmental / Sustainability Practices
AEY operate to an Integrated HSQE Management System (IMS), (EMS component
certificated to ISO 14001). Should we be awarded the Chapel Street contract the
EMS policies/procedures/commitments will be applied and we will:
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Reduce/Reuse/Recycle/Recover where possible
Minimise Disposal
Use materials with a high recycled content
Use the most efficient powered equipment available (Reduced CO2)

Develop/Monitor/Report Social Value
Together with Salford CC we will measure/report on ‘social value’ outputs/targets
throughout project delivery through:
 Jointly developing a project specific Employment/Community Engagement
Plan (ECEP)
 Jointly set achievable/measurable ECEP targets & goals
 Make ECEP monitoring/reporting an agenda item for ‘Monthly Progress
Meetings’
 Appoint a ‘Champion’ from the senior site team to promote ECEP/Social
Value”
KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:
Salford Central Planning Guidance, March 2008;
Supplementary Planning Document, Design (Shaping Places, March 2008
Salford’s Development Plan – Chapel Street Frontage
The Great 8 – Transport; Economic Development
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
N/A
ASSESSMENT OF RISK:
Medium – As the integrity of the block paved carriageway on Chapel Street has been
compromised, continual cycles of warm, wet and cold weather will cause, the
carriageway condition will deteriorate even. This may result in potential claims from
road users against the Council and more of a struggle for developers to sell new
apartments that have recently and are continuing to be built.
SOURCE OF FUNDING:
General unsupported borrowing, DfT Grant and Claim Settlement monies.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor
Ordinarily when commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services or
the execution of works the Council as a ‘contracting authority’ must comply with the
Public Contract Regulations 2015 as well as the provisions of its own Contractual
Standing Orders (CSO’s), Financial Regulations and the duties of Best and Social
value. For contracts of this value the Council would would usually undertake a
compliant procurement/tender exercise by going out to formal written tender on the
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Chest complying with the OJEU procedure, in the absence of which the award may be
subject to legal challenge.
The report asks the Procurement Board to grant an exception to CSO’s and appoint
AE Yates Ltd to undertake urgent repair works at Chapel Street. The exception to
CSO’s is being sought to directly award the contract to AE Yates Ltd to ensure the
works can be commenced and completed urgently over the early summer period.
Whilst the value of the works in the report are below threshold the PCR require that
contracting authorities treat candidates equally and in a non-discriminatory way and
act in a transparent manner, failing which the award of a contract may be subject to
legal challenge.
However in exceptional circumstances where CSO’s permit, the Council may dispense
with strict compliance of its CSO’s, and the report sets out the reasons for the request
for the exception, in accordance with paragraph 3.1 of CSO’s. Whilst exceptions may
be authorised by an approval from the Procurement Board, there is still a risk of
challenge from aggrieved providers if a fully compliant process has not been followed
on the basis that it ought to have been advertised and put out to competition.
The risk of challenge increases with the value and duration of a proposed contract
being awarded. The report sets out the reasons for the need to enter this contract, the
benefits and the financial value to the Council, and also states the reasons for the
request for exception, such as the urgency required in appointing AE Yates.
The Council is also under a best value duty to carry out its functions economically,
efficiently and effectively with the objective to achieve value for money in all public
procurement. The Council has considered the circumstances in this matter and
concluded that the recommendation to award the contract to AE Yates is considered
to be of least risk and of most benefit to the Council.
As the value of the contract award exceeds £1 million, CSO’s state that Procurement
Board will recommend the award to the City Mayor who can then take the decision.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Supplied by: Alison Woods, Finance Officer, (Capital)
Date: 16th February 2021
The aforementioned contract award to AE Yates and associated tree works, totalling
£1.325m, will be met from a combination of previously approved general unsupported
borrowing, DfT grant and claim settlement monies.
A risk allowance of £0.234m (15% of £1.560m, which the total scheme costs including
professional fees, site investigations and statutory undertakers costs) has been
included within the overall scheme budget.
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Expenditure code: A10095

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Heather Stanton (ext 6241)
This report seeks approval for an exception to contractual standing orders.
Procurement board has authority to grant a waiver to CSO’s and the reasons for
requesting an exception in this instance is outlined in the report.
There is always a risk associated with applying an exception as this could potentially
lead to a challenge form an aggrieved supplier if the opportunity was not sufficiently
advertised in accordance with CSO’s. The risk of challenge increases with the
proposed value and term of contract however due to the nature of the works and
urgency to complete before further deterioration occurs of Chapel Street, the risks
could deemed to be low. The potential of any disruption to the planned programme
of works across the road network would be detrimental to the Council’s interest and
would result in additional costs.
HR IMPLICATIONS: N/A
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Opu Anwar / Mike Hemingway
Chapel Street is part of a very busy bus corridor connecting to the regional centre.
The current condition of the carriageway will have some level of detriment to bus
journey times. The repair of the carriageway and reduction of future maintenance
visits with associated traffic management measures will assist with reducing delays
to bus journey times, thereby encouraging public transport use.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: N/A
CONTACT OFFICER: OPU ANWAR (ext 4880)
WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S):
Irwell Riverside
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Agenda Item 5d
Part 1: Open to the public

REPORT OF
The Strategic Director for Place
TO
Procurement Board
ON
3rd March 2021
TITLE: Approval to go out to competition for Chapel Street East Phase 1 Mayor’s
Challenge Fund scheme.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Procurement Board grant authority for the Chapel Street East Phase 1 scheme
to be procured in accordance with the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules through
an existing Framework.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to request approval to go out competition for the delivery
of the abovementioned scheme.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: None

KEY DECISION: No

DETAILS:
A Tranche 1 funding submission was made to the Mayor’s Challenge Fund (MCF) to
develop proposals for a walking and cycling route on Chapel Street. In July 2018,
Chapel Street East Phase 1 gained programme entry to the MCF which resulted in the
award of project development funding to progress the design and business case.
Chapel Street East Phase 1 looks to transform a section of Chapel Street on the Bee
Network between New Bailey Street and Blackfriars Street. It is designed to reduce
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the dominance of general traffic and provide direct and safe routes for pedestrians and
cyclists accessing the city centre through provision of new cycle facilities and
enhanced crossing provision. Public realm improvements are also proposed which will
support the wider regeneration of central Salford and provide an attractive gateway
into the city centre.
The estimated total cost for the project is £4.8m. This includes £0.43m for project
development costs, and £4.4m (latest estimate) for the delivery of the scheme. This
includes construction costs, management costs, scheme promotion and allowances
for risk. A large proportion of the funding for the scheme will come from MCF grant
following the submission of a business case to the MCF fund. The City Council will
look to match fund a proportion of the overall required funding with applicable Section
106 funds and local third-party contributions.
The next stage of the project requires the scheme to be tendered for a price. This will
allow the selection of a preferred supplier and update of the scheme costs, both of
which are required for the submission of the Full Business Case (FBC). Without the
approval of the FBC, funding can not be awarded to the scheme.
The recommended procurement route for the main works contract is the existing
Bolton Council Highways Framework Contract 2019/2023 (Option B).
The Bolton Framework has successfully delivered a number of schemes of a similar
scale/nature to Chapel Street East Phase 1 over the course of its lifespan and this
successful track record, potential for achieving value for money and the nature of the
works being proposed are the reasons the Bolton Framework is recommended.
The forecasted key project milestones for the scheme are detailed below:

Chapel Street East Phase 1 – Key Milestones

Completion
(Forecasted)

Detailed Design

February 2021

Procurement

April 2021

Business Case Submission

May 2021

Business Case Approval

July 2021

Construction Starts

August 2021

Construction Finishes

February 2022

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:



Salford City Council Unitary Development Plan 2004-16 (2006);
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2007);
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Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2015);
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2019); and
“Salford 2025 – A Modern Global City”.

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
The scheme will contribute to improving accessibility for all through the
establishment of safe and attractive routes for pedestrians and cyclists. This will
support greater equality through promoting affordable transport options that support
access to employment and public transport (through improved access to Salford
Central Station).
A Community Impact Assessment (CIA) has been produced for the Chapel Street
East Phase 1 Scheme. The CIA is to assess the impact of the scheme on local
communities and identify areas for further consideration in the development and
delivery of the scheme.
Contribution to Social Value will also be considered as an element within the
assessment of tender options. Tenderers will be asked to describe what Social Value
will be delivered during the implementation of this project and to demonstrate how
they will develop, monitor and report upon Social Value. This is expected to include,
but not limited to, consideration of the following:
-

Details of any traineeships, apprenticeships, work experience placements and
employment of local labour on this contract;
Details of any commitments to pay the Salford Living Wage;
Details of any local companies to be employed as sub-contractors or local
suppliers to be utilised in delivering this contract;
Details of any planned engagement with local secondary schools around
curriculum and careers development;
Details of any proposed donations or in-kind contributions to local community
and user groups; and
Details of any proposed corporate volunteering days.

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Medium
The following key project risk has been identified if the scheme does not go out to
Tender:
1. A tendered cost for the scheme is required when submitting a Full Business
Case (FBC), without an FBC approval grant funding will not be approved for
construction of the scheme.
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SOURCE OF FUNDING:
Three sources of funding have been identified: Mayor’s Challenge Fund (Grant
Funding); S106 funding; and a Local Contribution.
The latest cost estimate for the scheme is £4.8m. As a result, the revised funding
submission to the MCF programme is currently forecast to be £4.3m. The proposed
amount of Match Funding that has been secured and in turn the amount of MCF
funding being sought will be confirmed in the procurement board report that will be
taken to appoint the successful main works contractor. However, a breakdown of the
proposed funding sources is summarised in the following table followed by further
detail on the proposed approach to securing the funding for the scheme.

Funding Source
MCF
Local - Third Party (ECF (NBG) Phase 2)
Local - S106 contributions
Total

£
4,302,664.66
190,000.00
305,720.00
4,798,384.66

See financial comments below.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Supplied by: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor,
tel. 219 6323. Date: 15.02.21
When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services or the
execution of works, the Council must comply with the Public Contracts Regulations
2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSOs), failing which a contract
may be subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider. CSO’s stipulate that
where a suitable framework exists, this must be used unless there is an auditable
reason not to do so.
The proposed procurement of the works will be by way of a tender exercise in
accordance with the process set out in the Bolton Council Highways Framework
Contract 2019/2023 (Option B), which itself was procured in accordance with the PCR
using an OJEU process, and will therefore ensure that the risk of challenge to the
award of any contract is minimal and that any challenge, should it materialise, is
extremely unlikely to be successful.
The purpose of a framework agreement is to select through a procurement / evaluation
process, a number of providers who can meet the service requirements of the Council,
as and when those services are required. If they are required then the Council will
undertake an exercise to call off the services from one or more of the providers who
have been selected to be on the framework and this may be through any number of
ways, in this instance by way of mini competition. A contract will then be formed
between the Council and the chosen provider(s). The Council will need to have
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followed the procedure set out in the framework agreement for mini competition to
ensure the procurement process is compliant.
The report refers to funding for the works coming from s106 funds. The expenditure
must be in accordance with the terms of the relevant planning obligations. Should the
Council allocate S106 funding outside of the conditions within the agreements, or
outside the timescales, or in breach of applicable Regulations, a developer may
challenge that decision and claim back contributions.
Legal shall be happy to advise on the grant funding agreement between the Council,
TfGM and GMCA to ensure the Council’s interests are protected. The terms of any
grant funding agreement will need to be adhered to in the event that there are
clawback provisions for failure to comply.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Natalie Birchall Finance Officer L2 Ext
2316. Date: 17.02.21
The Chapel Street East Phase 1 scheme, as proposed in this report, has a current
estimated cost of £4.8m of which the estimated cost of implementing the scheme is
£4.4m. The scheme received MCF programme entry approval in July 2018 and the
proposals outlined in this report will facilitate full business case development and
approval by GMCA, to secure the access to the Mayor’s Challenge Funding.
At programme entry, suitable match funding towards the project was identified from
within the City Councils S106 receipts and through contributions agreed with third
parties associated with neighbouring development. A total of £495,720 of local match
was confirmed and the following receipts have been received and approval is to be
sought to ring fence for scheme delivery.
-

Local S106 contributions for Trinity Riverside (Select Property): £55,720;
Local S106 contributions from the Chapel Wharf development: £250,000;

Work is currently underway to secure S106 funds for the scheme that were identified
at programme entry in consultation with Ward Councillors and Salford City Council
Officers. This has included a briefing to Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable
Development on the 12th January, Property & Regeneration briefing on 8th February
2021 & will include presentation at the City Mayor Property & Regeneration meeting
for decision on the 22nd February 2021.
In agreement with GMCA, as the scheme has received programme entry approval
SCC is able to claim scheme development costs in advance of FBC approval which is
expected in July 2021. In accordance with MCF rules, SCC will cash flow the project
and reclaim from TFGM via quarterly claims. As part of the MCF process for Full
Business Case, Salford City Council must enter into a legally binding Grant Funding
Agreement (GFA). This forms a financial contract between Salford, TfGM and GMCA.
The council will look to match fund the scheme from S106 contributions. Following
FBC approval to be submitted to GMCA in May 2021, further approvals and a
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procurement board report will be required to award a contract to the successful
contractor and include confirmations of secured match funding.
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Heather Stanton – Category
Manager ext. 6241. Date: 17.02.2021
The Bolton Council Highways Framework Contract 2019/2023 has been procured
compliantly in line with OJEU and Public Contract Regulations 2015. In accordance
with Contractual Standing Orders the procurement team will support the technical
team to undertake a complaint mini competition through this framework in line with the
framework agreement.

HR IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: N/A

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: N/A
The scheme and the development of the Bee Network in city centre Salford will support
mode shift from private car to walking and cycling. One of the schemes central
objectives is increasing walking and cycling. More sustainable travel choices will help
to reduce transport related emissions.
It is expected that tenderers will also be asked to provide details of any specific
environmental sustainability practices / measures to be employed on this contract.
Climate change implications are also considered through the planning application
process, and where relevant appropriate mitigation will be identified through planning
conditions and/or planning obligations. The Section 106 contribution(s) can only be
used towards specific mitigation in accordance with the respective Section 106
agreement.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: N/A

CONTACT OFFICER: Simon Telford
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 07799677214

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S): Ordsall
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Agenda Item 5e
Part 1: Open to the public

REPORT OF
The Strategic Director for Place
TO
Procurement Board
ON
3 March 2021

TITLE: Approval to Award the Contract for renewal of unmetered public lighting

RECOMMENDATION:
That Procurement Board approve the award of a 24 month Contract for unmetered
public lighting to Haven Power as detailed in the table below:

Detail required

Answers

Title/Description of Contracted
Service/Supply/Project

Supply of electricity to all public lighting (UMS)

Name of Successful Contractor

Haven Power

Supplier Registration Number

05893966

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Type of organisation

Public Limited Company

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Status of Organisation

Non-SME

(to be supplied by Corporate Procurement)

Contract Value

£1,341,269

Per Annum (estimated average)

Contract Duration

24 months

Contract Start Date

01/04/2021

Contract End Date

31/03/2023

Optional Extension Period 1

0 months

Optional Extension Period 2

0 months

Who will approve each Extension
Period?

Choose an item.
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Contact Officer (Name & number)

Majid Maqbool

Lead Service Group

Place

How the contract was procured?
(to be supplied by procurement)
Framework Details (where applicable)
(procurement body, framework
reference & title, start/ end date

Manchester Framework
TC970

Funding Source

Revenue Budget
Mayor’s Employment Charter
Committed to sign up to charter

Ethical Contractor

Accredited Living Wage Employer

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to seek approval for the award of the above mentioned
contract.
The current unmetered public lighting contract was agreed as of April 2019 for a period
of 2 years is therefore up for renewal as of April 2021.
This report outlines the procurement strategy utilised to re-procure the contract and to
seek approval to agree the new contract duration.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
Manchester Multi-supplier Framework TC970

KEY DECISION:
Yes - the total value over the life of the contract exceeds £350,000

DETAILS:
1.

Background

Energy contracts have to be agreed on an ongoing basis following a fixed period of
contract duration, as failure to renew will result in the default deemed contract rates
being applied which are considerably higher. The length of a contract is variable from
12 months and up to 4 years, subject to wholesale price movements and suppliers’
risk appetite.
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Since the acceptance of present unmetered public lighting electricity contract in 2019,
wholesale electricity price trend has been relatively stable with limited volatility up to
November 2020. However, there has been more volatility over the last few months
with prices being pushed in an upward trend, in line with oil prices, which is the major
driver for electricity and gas prices.
The proportion of unit cost of electricity made up of non-commodity elements is also
increasing over time, with this now being 75% and only 35% being the wholesale price.
Therefore, whilst wholesale price is on an upward trend, the non-commodity elements
have also increased year on year, the net overall result of which is an increase in total
renewal costs.
With present market conditions showing an upward trend due to rising wholesale
prices coupled with the increasing government regulated non-commodity charges,
indicative market conditions coupled with market commentary reports suggest longer
24 month contract duration to offer best value as well as budget certainty for the
unmetered public lighting contract.
2.

The Procurement Process

Salford City Council has utilised the Manchester Multi-supplier Electricity framework
set up by Manchester in order to carry out the renewal of the electricity contracts. The
framework commenced as of 1 November 2018 for an initial period of 1 year, followed
by 3 single year options to extend, which have been taken for each year to date.
The Multi-supplier Framework Agreement allows the flexibility to enter into a call-off
agreement by a mixture of direct award and further competition. Consequently, it is
anticipated that Salford Council will use a mixture of both strategies and the flexibility
this brings to secure the best future prices possible.
On this occasion and following benchmarking exercise to obtain and compare prices,
the results showed the direct award supplier to offer a better price in comparison to
renewal prices from the incumbent supplier. A summary of the direct award suppliers
for unmetered public lighting contract, together with the overall scoring criteria used
within the Manchester Framework is as follows:
Evaluation Weighting

70% Price

10% Quality

20% Social Value

Company Name

Haven

SSE

NPower

Total

Engie

Weighted Price Score

70.00

66.92

69.15

67.01

65.02

Weighted Quality Score

10.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

8.82

Total Weighted Social Value

19.00

20.00

17.50

18.25

13.50

Total Weighted Score

99.00

96.92

96.65

95.26

87.35

1

2

3

4

5

Ranking
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Prices were obtained for 24 month contract duration in light of the upward price trend,
with prices being 100% green energy.

Supplier

Annual Contract
Cost

Current Costs

£1,252,864

Haven Power
Bidder A

£1,341,269
£1,343,208

% Vs Current

£ Vs Current

7.1%
7.2%

£88,405
£90,345

The unmetered public lighting contract renewal will result in an overall potential
increase in energy costs of 7.1% as a result of 24 month renewal.
The option to procure a 100% renewable energy contract is available via the
Manchester framework and Haven Power is able to provide this for the unmetered
public lighting contract at no additional cost. Under a renewable energy contract,
Haven Power will provide certification that the purchased electricity has been
generated exclusively via renewable assets.
The unmetered public lighting energy cost KPI is monitored via Technical & Property
Services dashboard on monthly basis

3.

Social Value

Haven Power has agreed to supply Salford City Council with 100% renewable energy
at no additional cost. As part of their commitment for a sustainable environment and
economy, Haven Power only offer the living wage or above to all employees and don’t
have any zero-hour contracts. As part of Drax Group, Haven Power support 1,650 jobs
in the North West and contribute £101.3million to the regional economy.
Haven Power is delighted to commit a minimum of 6FTE per annum for a corporate
volunteering day to support SCC as required. They do this in their local area (Ipswich)
and would love to roll it out among their top customers. To date, over 180 Haven Power
volunteers have devoted more than 1,400 hours to help transform woodland as part
of the Eden-Rose Coppice Trust.
Haven Power’s Energy Services team will commit to a full day energy workshop with
SCC and selected local partners, followed by key recommendations and advice.
Haven will provide supporting information via their website’s articles, infographics and
guides and will share best practice to encourage energy efficiency, waste/carbon
reduction and renewable generation projects.
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KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:
Council’s medium term financial plan.

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
This procurement is for energy supply for Council’s public lighting
ASSESSMENT OF RISK:
Electricity prices are changing on a daily basis and any delay in the contract award will
have financial implications in terms of significantly higher out of contract rates being
charged, should a renewal be not agreed as of 1 April 2021.
SOURCE OF FUNDING:
Highways Revenue Account
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor, tel. 219 6323

When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services, or the
execution of works, the Council must comply with the Public Contracts Regulations
2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSO’s), failing which a contract
may be subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider. The proposed award of
the contract follows a tender exercise in accordance with the process set out in the
Manchester City Council multi-supplier framework as detailed in the report, which itself
was procured in accordance with PCR and CSO’s, which will help to ensure that the
risk of challenge to the proposed awards is minimal and that any challenge, should it
materialise, is extremely unlikely to be successful.
The purpose of a framework agreement is to select through a procurement / evaluation
process a number of providers who can meet the service requirements of the Council,
as and when those services are required. If they are required then the Council will
undertake an exercise to call off the services from one or more of the providers who
have been selected to be on the framework and this may be through any number of
ways such as mini-competition or direct allocation, depending on the circumstances.
A contract will then be formed between the Council and the chosen provider/s.
The procurement procedures therefore appear robust and compliant with the
requirements of CSO’s and PCR.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by Gemma Singleton, Finance Officer Level
2 ext. 2578
As highlighted in the main body of the report, the 24 month contract with Haven Power
will produce annual costs of £1,341,269, which represent a 7.1% increase for the 24
months duration.
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These estimated additional costs for 2021/23 have been included within the
assumptions made as part of the budget setting process.
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Heather Stanton, Category
Manager
This contract is to be a direct award via the Manchester Framework as the Haven
Power price is the most competitive compared to the current supplier. As usage for
this contract is not demand based, the 2 year price deal is better with only a marginal
difference compared to the 1 year, therefore, the recommendation is a 2 year
contract award.
The Manchester Framework is a compliant route to market which complies with SCC
standing orders.
HR IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: N/A
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Mike Hemingway, Principal
Officer, climate change ext. 3209
The contract to be agreed will be 100% renewable source, therefore showing Salford
City Council’s support for the generation of electricity from renewable sources to
tackle climate change.
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: N/A
CONTACT OFFICER: Majid Maqbool
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 0161 6076987

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S): All wards
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